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AUCTION 167 1

1.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle Historical Flask, New England, 1815-1830.  Profusely striated rich emerald green, tooled mouth -  
pontil scar, pint; (mold seam roughness on medial rib has been ground, exterior high point wear). 
GIV-7    Comparatively scarce and extremely beautiful. A real zinger! Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
   $10,000-20,000

2.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “IP” Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-
1840.  Medium to deep purple amethyst, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear, pinpoint flakes on top edge 
of mouth). 
GIV-1    A common flask in a most uncommon and beautiful color. Strong mold impression. Rare and iconic. Generally fine condition. 
Ex Edgar and Bernice Chrysler Garbisch collection, sold at auction, on site at their home at Pokety Farms, Cambridge, Maryland, Sotheby 
Parke-Bernet Inc., May 24th 1980, Lot #805, Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $30,000-60,000

3.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle Historical Flask, New England, 1815-1830.  Medium yellow green, tooled mouth - pontil scar, 
pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GIV-8a    Bold, bright and beautiful. Wonderful color. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $2,500-5,000

Historical Flasks, Bottles & Glass 
from the Robert & Janice Weekes Collection - Lots 1-55
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7.  Sunburst Flask, America, 1820-1840.  Brilliant light yellow 
green, tooled mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GVIII-26    A spectacular flask, one where color, condition and 
form come together. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes 
collection.   $2,000-4,000

4.  Large Pattern Molded Flask, 24 ribs swirled to the left, a 
Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840.  Flattened 
chestnut form, brilliant yellowish orange amber, sheared mouth -  
pontil scar, ht. 8 7/8 inches, width 7 1/4 inches; (3/4 inch flat chip 
on top edge of mouth). 
Similar in form and construction to MW color plate VI, #2    
Commonly known as the “Grandfather Flask”. A rare size and 
beautiful light color.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
 $1,000-2,000

5.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “Zanesville / Ohio /  
J. Shepard & Co.” Historical Flask, J. Shepard and Company, 
Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840.  Medium to deep reddish amber, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GIV-32    A beautiful rich color and “orange peel” exterior surface. 
Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
 $1,200-2,400

6.  Summer Tree - Winter Tree Pictorial Flask, America, 1860-
1870.  Brilliant orange amber, applied double collared mouth - 
smooth base, quart; (pinpoint flake on top edge of mouth). 
GX-19    A strong mold impression and bright color. Generally fine 
condition.  Ex Paul Richards collection, Robert and Janice Weekes 
collection.   $2,000-4,000
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8.  “E.G. Booz’s / Old Cabin / Whiskey” Figural Bottle, Whitney 
Glass Works, Glassboro, New Jersey, 1860-1880.  Rectangular 
modified cabin form, bright yellowish golden amber, applied 
sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 5/8 inches.  
GVII-3    A beautiful bottle with more yellow than normally seen. 
Fine condition.  Ex Hugh Williamson Kelly collection, Robert and 
Janice Weekes collection.   $2,000-4,000

10.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, America, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical 
barrel form, medium yellowish green, applied sloping collared 
mouth with ring - pontil scar, ht. 8 3/8 inches.  
GII-7    Beautiful bright color and strong mold impression. Fine 
condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $2,000-4,000

9.  “W & Co / N.Y.” Figural Bitters Type Bottle, America, 1845-
1860.  In the form of a pineapple, rich yellowish olive green, 
applied double collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 8 3/8 inches.  
H #2645    Exceptionally rare color with a wonderful exterior 
surface. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
 $2,500-5,000
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11.  Scroll Flask, America, 1845-1860.  Medium sapphire blue, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (just a hint of exterior high 
point wear). 
GIX-10e    A beautiful, bright and unusual color. Great provenance 
and fine condition.  Ex Edmund and Jayne Blaske collection, 
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $3,000-6,000

12.  Scroll Flask, probably Louisville Glass Works, Louisville, 
Kentucky, 1845-1860.  Brilliant olive yellow, sheared mouth - pontil 
scar, quart; (light exterior high point wear). 
GIX-2    A beautiful color with just the right density. Fine condition.  
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $2,000-4,000

13.  Scroll Flask, possibly Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster, New 
York, 1845-1860.  Brilliant yellow green with some light amber 
striations in the lower half, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GIX-10    Light, thin glass and beautiful bright color. Fine condition.  
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $1,500-3,000

14.  Sunburst Flask, probably Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1820-1840.  Brilliant copper puce, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, half pint; (shallow 1/8 inch flake from edge of mouth, 
1 1/8 inch fissure in neck). 
GVIII-25    Eggshell thin glass and a stunning color.  Ex Roy Brown 
collection, Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $1,000-2,000

15.  Scroll Flask, probably Louisville Glass Works, Louisville, 
Kentucky, 1845-1860.  Brilliant yellowish olive green, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, half pint.  
GIX-34    A little gem of a flask with numerous small bubbles, a 
fantastic color and in fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes 
collection.   $1,500-3,000

16.  “M’Carty & Torreyson / Manufacturers / Wellsburg, VA,” -  
Sunburst Design Scroll Flask, M’Carty and Torreyson Glass 
Works, Wellsburg, (West) Virginia, 1842-1850.  Medium bluish 
aquamarine, sheared mouth - iron pontil mark, pint; (shallow 1/8 
inch flake on top edge of mouth). 
GIX-48    A scarce flask with a very unusual and eye appealing 
form. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
 $1,500-3,000

17.  Sunburst Flask, probably Pitkin Glass Works, Manchester, 
Connecticut, 1815-1830.  Bright olive amber, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GVIII-7    An extremely rare flask in a pleasing, bright color. Fine 
condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $2,000-4,000

18.  Scroll Flask, probably Louisville Glass Works, Louisville, 
Kentucky, 1845-1860.  Light to medium blue green, sheared mouth -  
pontil scar, half pint.  
GIX-37    Crisp, clean and in a beautiful light color. Fine condition.  
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $1,000-2,000

Scrolls & Sunbursts
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19.  “Lafayette” And Bust - Masonic Arch And Emblems Portrait 
Flask, Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1824-
1825.  Light to medium yellow green with an olive tone, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (two 1/16 inch surface flakes on the 
corrugated ribs, light exterior high point wear). 
GI-84    An extremely rare flask in an exciting green color. 
Generally fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
 $6,000-12,000
 

20.  “Genl Lafayette” And Bust In Masonic Arch - Eagle Portrait 
Flask, probably Knox and McKee Manufacturers, Wheeling, 
(West) Virginia, 1824-1825.  Light bluish green, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, pint; (just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
GI-93    A rare flask with beautiful glass clarity and shading. Fine 
condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $6,000-12,000
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21.  Early Ribbed Flask, possibly Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, 
Keene, New Hampshire, 1815-1830.  Melon form with vertical ribs and 
impressed circle on each side, bright yellowish olive, applied round 
collared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
Similar to GII-144    Handsome and unusual. Fine condition.  Robert and 
Janice Weekes collection.   $2,000-4,000

22.  “Granite / Glass / Co” - “Stoddard / NH” Lettered Flask, Granite 
Glass Company, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Medium golden 
amber, sheared mouth - tubular pontil scar, pint.  
GXV-7    A plump example having more shoulder than most. Fine 
condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $400-800

23.  “Weeks Glass Works” Base Embossed Whiskey Bottle, three piece 
mold construction, Weeks Glass Works, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 
1860-1873.  Cylindrical, rich reddish amber, applied sloping collared 
mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 11 1/8 inches.  
L/P plate 11, #11    Retains period label which reads “Old / Bourbon 
Whiskey.” Numerous small bubbles, a heavily whittled surface and 
beautiful color. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   
 $300-600

24.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “IP” Historical Flask, 
Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840.  
Light to medium bluish green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light 
exterior high point wear). 
GIV-1    A deeper color than usual and an especially strong mold 
impression on the Masonic side. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice 
Weekes collection.   $600-1,200

25.  Eagle And “Granite / Glass Co.” - Eagle And “Stodard / NH” 
Historical Flask, Granite Glass Company, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 
1846-1860.  Bright olive amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, quart.  
GII-80 and H color plate IV, #1529    A bright flask with great provenance. 
The famous “single D”! Fine condition.  Ex Charles B. Gardner collection, 
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $1,000-2,000

26.  “Weeks & Gilson. So. Stoddard N.H.” Base Embossed Whiskey 
Bottle, three piece mold construction, Weeks and Gilson Glass Works, 
South Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1873.  Cylindrical, bright olive 
amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 
11 1/8 inches.  
KW fig. 132, left    A magnificent example with all the whittle and bubbles 
one could hope for. Fine condition and great provenance.  Ex Charles B. 
Gardner collection, Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $600-1,200

27.  “Granite / Glass / C.o” - “Stoddard / NH” Lettered Flask, Granite 
Glass Company, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1860-1872.  Medium olive 
amber, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, quart; (exterior 
high point wear and light scratches, top edge of mouth has been polished). 
GXV-6    A crude example with bold embossing and lots of bubbles. Rare.  
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $500-1,000

28.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, 
Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, medium yellow olive, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, quart.  
GIII-19    An elegant decanter which is a bit taller and more extended in 
the neck. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
 $800-1,600
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29.  “Murdock / & / Cassel” - “Zanesville / Ohio” Lettered Flask, 
Murdock and Cassel Manufacturers, Zanesville, Ohio, 1830-1837.  
Light to medium bluish green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; 
(the “Cassel” portion of flask has a weak mold impression). 
GX-14    A rare flask in a brilliant, beautiful color. Fine condition.  
Ex Edmund and Jayne Blaske collection, Robert and Janice Weekes 
collection.   $3,000-6,000

31.  Hearts And Flowers Scroll Flask, Midwest America, 1845-
1860.  Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, quart.  
GIX-51    Crisp, clean and a wonderful form. Fine condition.  Robert 
and Janice Weekes collection.   $3,000-6,000

30.  Double Eagle Historical Flask, probably Kentucky Glass 
Works, Louisville, Kentucky, 1840-1860.  Medium sapphire blue, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (shallow 5/8 inch pontil scar 
flake comes to edge of base). 
GII-24    Eggshell thin glass and a beautiful light color from top to 
bottom. Fine condition.  Ex Edmund and Jayne Blaske collection, 
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $4,000-8,000
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32.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, probably Dyottville Glass 
Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.  Medium cobalt 
blue, sheared mouth - tubular pontil scar, pint; (professionally 
cleaned with light remaining wear marks). 
GI-40b    Beautiful bright color and bold embossing. Fine condition.  
Ex Sam Taylor collection, Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
 $4,000-8,000

34.  “Baltimore” And Monument - “Corn For The World” And 
Partially Husked Ear Of Corn Historical Flask, Baltimore Glass 
Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1860-1870.  Brilliant topaz yellow, 
applied square collared mouth - smooth base, quart; (light exterior 
high point wear). 
GVI-4    Beautiful bright color and glass which is scattered 
with small bubbles. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes 
collection.   $4,000-8,000

33.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, Dyottville Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860-1870.  Rich reddish puce, sheared 
mouth - smooth base, pint; (shallow 1/16 inch flake and minor 
manufacturing roughness on top edge of mouth, tiny surface 
bubble on body has disturbance of cover glass). 
GI-38    Beautiful color. Generally fine condition.  Robert and Janice 
Weekes collection.   $3,000-6,000
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35.  Thirteen Star Flag - “New Granite Glass Works / Stoddard /  
N.H.” Historical Flask, New Granite Glass Works, Stoddard, 
New Hampshire, 1860-1865.  Bright olive amber, sheared mouth -  
pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear, 3/8 inch fissure 
at sheared mouth). 
GX-27    A bright and crisply embossed example with many small 
bubbles. Generally fine condition.  Ex Robert Pattridge collection, 
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $6,000-12,000

36.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “Zanesville / Ohio /  
J. Shepard & Co.” Historical Flask, J. Shepard and Company, 
Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840.  Brilliant golden yellow with an olive 
tone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GIV-32    One of the lightest and most beautiful colors we have 
seen for this mold. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes 
collection.   $4,000-8,000

37.  Cornucopia - Urn And “Lancaster. Glass Works N.Y” 
Pictorial Flask, Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster, New York, 
1849-1860.  Rich ice blue, sheared mouth - tubular pontil scar, 
pint; (just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
GIII-16    A pristine example with bold embossing and a great 
color. Fine condition.  Ex Robert Pattridge collection, Robert and 
Janice Weekes collection.   $4,000-8,000
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38.  Taylor Bust And “Rough And Ready” - “Major / 
Ringgold.” And Bust Portrait Flask, probably Baltimore 
Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1840-1860.  Brilliant 
amethystine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light 
exterior high point wear, light patchy interior haze). 
GI-72    A strong mold impression and rare color. Fine 
condition.  Ex Sam Taylor collection, Robert and Janice 
Weekes collection.   $2,000-4,000

39.  “Jenny Lind” And Bust - “Glass Works / S. Huffsey” 
And Factory Portrait Calabash Flask, probably Isabella 
Glass Works, New Brooklyn, New Jersey, 1850-1860.  Rich 
medium bluish green, applied sloping collared mouth with 
ring - pontil scar, quart; (light exterior high point wear). 
GI-99    Bold embossing with an appealing “orange peel” 
exterior surface. Beautiful color. Fine condition.  Robert 
and Janice Weekes collection.   $1,000-2,000

40.  “Lafayette” And Bust - “De Witt Clinton” And 
Bust Portrait Flask, Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, 
Connecticut, 1824-1825.  Light to medium olive yellow, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point 
wear). 
GI-80    Consistant light color from top to bottom with a 
strong mold impression. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice 
Weekes collection.   $1,000-2,000

41.  Washington Bust And “Albany Glass Works / Albany / NY” - Frigate 
Portrait Flask, Albany Glass Works, Albany, New York, 1847-1850.  Light 
to medium bluish green, applied double collared mouth - pontil scar, 
pint; (just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
GI-28    A bright example with a strong mold impression. Fine condition.  
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $600-1,200

42.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, probably Dyottville Glass 
Works, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1845-1860.  Bright grass green, 
applied double collared mouth - iron pontil mark, pint; (light exterior 
high point wear). 
GI-52    Interesting fold of glass below Washington’s bust. An attractive 
example with many scattered small bubbles. Fine condition.  Robert and 
Janice Weekes collection.   $2,000-4,000

43.  “Lafayette” And Bust - “De Witt Clinton” And Bust Portrait Flask, 
Coventry Glass Works, Coventry, Connecticut, 1824-1825.  Light to 
medium yellow olive, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half pint; (1/8 inch 
fissure across sandgrain in corrugated ribs). 
GI-81    A most appealing example having great character, color 
and embossing. Generally fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes 
collection.   $1,500-3,000

44.  Jenny Lind Bust And Lyre - Jenny Lind Bust And Lyre Portrait 
Flask, probably M’Carty and Torreyson Glass Works, Wellsburg, (West) 
Virginia, 1842-1850.  Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint.  
GI-108    Beautiful glass clarity and mold design. Fine condition.  Ex Sam 
Taylor collection, Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $750-1,500
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Beautiful Examples of Early American  
Portrait Flasks
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45.  Eagle - Cornucopia Historical Flask, New England, 1820-
1840.  Medium olive amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; 
(light exterior high point wear, 1/8 inch chip on edge of mouth). 
GII-75    Commonly known as the “Pantaloon Eagle”. Generally 
fine condition.  Ex Edmund and Jayne Blaske collection, Robert 
and Janice Weekes collection.   $3,500-7,000

46.  Double Eagle Historical Flask, America, 1860-1870.  Brilliant 
medium sapphire blue, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, 
pint.  
GII-118    A wonderful bright color with crisp embossing. Fine 
condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $3,000-6,000

47.  Concentric Ring Eagle - Concentric Ring Eagle Historical 
Flask, probably New England Glass Company, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1820-1830.  Canteen form with an eagle on both 
sides, brilliant medium yellowish green, sheared mouth - pontil 
scar, one pint and two ounces to the bottom of the neck; (two 
pinpoint flakes on edge of mouth, light exterior high point wear). 
GII-76a    Crisp, clean, brilliant and beautiful. Generally fine 
condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $4,000-8,000
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48.  Pitkin Type Flask, ribbed and swirled to the left, 36 ribs, Midwest 
America, 1820-1830.  Flattened chestnut form, deep yellowish amber 
with an olive tone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 1/8 inches; (light 
exterior high point wear). 
Similar in form and construction to MW color plate IV, #2    A pleasing 
early form with strong mold definition. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice 
Weekes collection.   $600-1,200

49.  Dancing Sailor - Banjo Player Pictorial Flask, probably Chapman’s 
Maryland Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1860-1870.  Brilliant golden 
apricot, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, half pint.  
GXIII-8    A crudely applied mouth, extra long neck and brilliant color 
make this one stand out from the rest. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice 
Weekes collection.   $750-1,500

50.  Eagle - “Louisville / KY / Glass Works” Historical Flask, Kentucky 
Glass Works, Louisville, Kentucky, 1860-1870.  Light to medium blue 
green, applied round collared mouth - smooth base, half pint.  
GII-33    A comparatively scarce flask in a pretty, light color. Fine 
condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $750-1,500

51.  Pitkin Type Flask, ribbed and swirled to the right, 19 vertical ribs, 
probably Midwest America, 1820-1830.  Medium moss green, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 5/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to MW color plate IV, #1    Beautiful 
color and form. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes collection.    
 $600-1,200

52.  Pattern Molded Globular Bottle, 24 ribs swirled to the left, a 
Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840.  Bulbous form, bright 
yellowish amber, outward rolled mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 5/8 inches, 
greatest dia. 5 1/2 inches; (light patchy interior haze). 
Similar in form and construction to MW color plate V, #1    A great 
example with a bright color and well defined ribs. Fine condition.  Robert 
and Janice Weekes collection.   $500-1,000

53.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “NEG / Co” Historical Flask, 
probably New England Glass Company, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
1820-1840.  Aquamarine, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (just a hint 
of exterior high point wear). 
GIV-27    A crisp, clean example with the lettering, which is usually 
weak, being easily legible. Fine condition.  Robert and Janice Weekes 
collection.   $400-800

54.  Cornucopia - Urn Pictorial Flask, Lancaster Glass Works, Lancaster, 
New York, 1849-1860.  Light blue green, sheared mouth - pontil scar, 
half pint.  
GIII-13    It would be hard to imagine a better example. Fine condition.  
Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $400-800

55.  Pattern Molded Flask, 24 vertical ribs, Midwest America, 1820-1840.  
Flattened teardrop form, bright yellow amber with an olive tone, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 1/4 inches; (light exterior high point wear). 
H #2148    Beautiful and unusually bright color. Fine condition.  Ex Charles 
B. Gardner collection, Robert and Janice Weekes collection.   $400-800
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This concludes the selections from the Robert & Janice Weekes Collection.
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This concludes the selections from the Robert & Janice Weekes Collection.

56.  “General Washington” And Bust - “E Pluribus Unum / 
T.W.D” And Eagle Portrait Flask, Kensington Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1820-1830.  Medium amber with a 
strong olive tone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior 
high point wear). 
GI-14    A beautiful and historically important flask. Extremely 
rare in this color. Fine condition.  Ex Dr. Gary and Arlette Johnson 
collection.   $30,000-60,000

58.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “1829” Historical 
Flask, possibly New England Glass Company, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, circa 1829.  Greenish aquamarine, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, half pint; (just a hint of exterior high point wear, weak 
“1829” mold impression in embossed oval). 
GIV-23    Crisp, clean and extremely rare. Fine condition.    
 $4,000-8,000

57.  “Lafayette” And Bust - Masonic Arch And Emblems Portrait 
Flask, Mount Vernon Glass Works, Vernon, New York, 1824-1825.  
Medium to deep yellow olive with an amber tone, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, pint; (some exterior high point wear). 
GI-88    A very rare and handsome flask. Fine condition.    
 $4,000-8,000
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59.  “National / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1867-1880.  In the form 
of an ear of corn, medium yellowish amber, applied sloping collared 
mouth with ring - smooth base embossed “Patent / 1867”, ht. 12 1/4 inches.  
R/H #N-8    A bold mold impression and whittled surface highlight this 
example. Fine condition.   $500-1,000

60.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “J.K / B.” Historical Flask, 
Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1815-1830.  
Bright light to medium green, heavy outward folded mouth - pontil scar, 
pint; (pinpoint roughness on one base corner, light exterior high point 
wear being a bit heavier along edge of base). 
GIV-3    A rare and eye appealing mouth treatment. Beautiful color. 
Generally fine condition.   $2,000-4,000

61.  “Pilgrim & Co / Hamilton / C.W.” Soda Water Bottle, possibly 
Canada, 1860-1880.  Torpedo form, brilliant light to medium sapphire 
blue, applied heavy collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 8 inches; (light 
exterior high point wear, pinpoint flake on interior edge of mouth). 
Bold embossing, beautiful color and wonderful form. A rare bottle from 
Canada West now the province of Ontario. Generally fine condition.    
 $750-1,500

62.  “Drakes / Plantation / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 1869-1880.  
Square tall log cabin form, 5 logs, brilliant yellow amber with an olive 
tone, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 7/8 inches.  
R/H #D-109    A scarce bottle with a somewhat crooked roof and beautiful 
bright color. Fine condition.   $600-1,200

63.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, probably Dyottville Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.  Bright yellowish orange amber, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (shallow 3/8 inch fire polished flake 
from side of mouth, light exterior high point wear). 
GI-55    A simple, elegant flask in a beautiful bright color. Generally fine 
condition.   $800-1,600

64.  Pair Of Freeblown Fluid Lamps With Pressed Glass Bases, Boston 
and Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1830-1850.  Bulb 
form font with square lion’s head and basket of flowers bases, two piece 
construction with ringed wafers, colorless, tooled mouths with polished 
brass burners - pontil scars, ht. 10 1/4 inches; (corners of base have 
manufacturing related chips, the largest being 1/2 inch). 
Similar to B/K #2076    A striking pair of fluid lamps in form and size. 
Generally fine condition.   $400-800

65.  “Dr Townsend’s / Sarsaparilla / Albany / N.Y.” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1845-1860.  Square with beveled corners, medium yellowish 
emerald green, applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/2 
inches; (light exterior high point wear, light washable content residue). 
AAM pg. 522    Beautiful color, bold embossing and “see through” glass 
from top to bottom. Fine condition.   $500-1,000

66.  Horseman - Hound Pictorial Flask, America, 1840-1860.  Vibrant deep 
claret, sheared mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GXIII-17    An extremely rare and beautiful color. Fine condition.  Ex 
Charles B. Gardner collection, ex William Pollard collection.   
 $2,000-4,000
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Exceptional Inks 
from the Alan Evanuk Collection - Lots 67-78

The “J.P.F.” embossed on this inkwell refers to  
J. P. Foster who was a superintendent at the Pitkin Glass 

Works. His initials also appear on the GII-57 Eagle - 
Cornucopia Flask which was also manufactured at the 

Pitkin Glass Works.
from “The Pitkin Glassworks 1783-1830” The Museum of Connecticut Glass 

67.  “J. P. F.” Inkwell, probably Pitkin Glass Works, Manchester, 
Connecticut, 1815-1825.  Square with corrugated beveled corners, 
each side depicting a different motif, “J.P.F.” / Eagle / Basket Of 
Fruit / Geometric Motif, medium yellow olive, disc mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 1 3/8 inches, wdth. 2 1/4 inches; (3/16 inch bruise on edge 
of mouth). 
C #1111 and C #1112    Extremely rare and important, one of about 
five known examples. Generally fine condition.  Ex William E. 
Covill Jr. collection, ex John Tiffany Gotjen collection, Alan Evanuk 
collection.   $15,000-30,000

Ruins of the Pitkin Glass Works in Manchester, Connecticut
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68.  Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical corset 
waisted form, bright cobalt blue, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 
2 1/2 inches, base dia. 2 1/16 inches.  
GIII-24 and similar in form and construction to C #1209    Unusual 
form, beautiful color. Extremely rare. Fine condition.  Ex John 
Tiffany Gotjen collection, Alan Evanuk collection.   $4,000-8,000

70.  Figural Teakettle Inkwell, France, 1830-1860.  In the form 
of a turtle, deep amethyst, ground mouth with brass collar and 
cap - smooth base, ht. 1 1/2 inches, lgth. 4 1/2 inches; (1/8 inch 
flake over two rear feet). 
C #1287    Extremely rare and unusual. Generally fine condition.  
Ex William E. Covill Jr. collection, Alan Evanuk collection.    
 $2,000-4,000

69.  Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, 
colorless, tooled flared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 5/8 inches, dia. 2 
inches; (1/16 inch flake above one sunburst panel). 
GIII-25 and C #1216    A rare inkwell with great provenance. 
Generally fine condition.  Ex William E. Covill Jr. collection, Alan 
Evanuk collection.   $2,000-4,000
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71.  Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, 
dense olive amber (black) with striations of an olive color, disc 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 5/8 inches, dia. 2 5/8 inches.  
GIII-20 and C #1210    Strong mold impression, appealing larger 
size and rare color. Fine condition.  Alan Evanuk collection.    
 $4,000-8,000

73.  Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Keene Marlboro Street 
Glassworks, Keene, New Hampshire, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, 
deep cobalt blue, disc mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 7/8 inches, dia. 
2 1/16 inches; (shallow 1/4 inch flake from edge of base). 
GII-18B and C #1186    This is the exact example pictured in 
Covill’s text. Extremely rare and beautiful color. Generally fine 
condition.  Alan Evanuk collection.   $5,000-10,000

72.  Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, brilliant 
yellowish green, small disc mouth - pontil scar, ht. 1 3/4 inches, 
dia. 2 1/8 inches.  
GIII-25 and C #1215    A rare and beautiful color. Strong mold 
impression. Fine condition.  Ex William E. Covill Jr. collection,  
Alan Evanuk collection.   $3,000-6,000
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74.  Blown Three Mold Inkwell, Boston and Sandwich Glass 
Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical corset 
waisted form, moonstone, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 2 1/8 
inches, base dia. 1 7/8 inches.  
GII-18, similar in form and construction to C #1209    Extremely 
rare form and rare color. Fine condition.  Alan Evanuk 
collection.   $2,000-4,000

76.  Freeblown Inkwell, possibly a South Jersey glasshouse, 
1820-1840.  Bulbous with applied bird and two rigaree bands, 
medium yellow amber, tooled flared mouth - finely ground 
pontil scar, ht. 2 1/8 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches; (overall matte 
surface created during manufacture). 
A unique example. Fine condition.  Alan Evanuk collection.    
 $2,000-4,000

75.  “Zieber & Co’s. / Excelsior / Ink” Master Ink Bottle, America, 
1845-1860.  Twelve sided, medium forest green, applied square 
collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 1/2 inches; (light exterior 
high point wear, 1/4 inch chip on edge of base). 
C #775    A rare bottle with an appealing form. Beautiful color 
and bold embossing. Generally fine condition.  Alan Evanuk 
collection.   $3,000-6,000
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77.  Horse And Rider Inkwell, two piece mold construction, 
America, possibly New England, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, medium  
to deep root beer amber, disc mouth - tubular pontil scar, ht. 1 3/8 
inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
C #1039    A crude example with frothy glass. Beautiful and rare. 
Fine condition.  Alan Evanuk collection.   $4,000-8,000

Horse & Rider Inkwells

78.  Horse And Rider Inkwell, two piece mold construction, 
America, possibly New England, 1820-1840.  Cylindrical, 
aquamarine with a yellow olive disc mouth, disc mouth - pontil 
scar, ht. 1 1/2 inches, dia. 2 3/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to C #1039    A most unusual 
and probably unique example. Beautiful color combination. Fine 
condition.  Ex Orin Summerville collection, ex Robert Mebane 
collection, Alan Evanuk collection.   $5,000-10,000

This concludes the selections from the Alan Evanuk Collection.
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79.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, probably Dyottville Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1840-1860.  Bright lime green, sheared mouth -  
pontil scar, quart; (light exterior high point wear and scratches). 
GI-43    Big, bold, bright and beautiful. Generally fine condition.    
 $2,000-4,000

80.  “Star Whiskey / New York / W.B. Crowell Jr.” Sealed Handled 
Whiskey Jug, 26 ribs slightly swirled to the right, America, 1840-1860.  
Conical form with applied handle, brilliant orange amber, applied double 
collared mouth with tooled pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 8 inches.  
H #505    Wonderful tooling and workmanship on the handle finial. Fine 
condition.   $600-1,200

81.  “Mdme. E. Follet’s / Universal / Hair Restorer” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Rectangular with beveled corners, bright yellowish 
amber, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 7 1/2 inches; 
(shallow 1/16 inch flakes from panel edge and shoulder, professionally 
cleaned with light remaining wear marks). 
An extremely rare and attractive hair bottle. Generally fine condition.    
 $600-1,200

82.  “ST / Drake’s / 1860 / Plantation / X / Bitters” Figural Bottle, America, 
1860-1880.  Square tall log cabin form, 6 logs, medium yellow green with 
an olive tone, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 10 inches; 
(3/8 inch fissure on log ends, shallow 1/4 inch flake from under edge of 
lower roof corner). 
R/H #D-105    A rare, beautiful green color with crude, highly whittled 
and bubbly glass.   $2,000-4,000

83.  Blown Three Mold Decanter, probably America, 1820-1840.  In the 
form of a pineapple, bluish aquamarine, applied sloping collared mouth 
with ring - pontil scar, ht. 7 7/8 inches; (exterior high point wear, 1/16 
inch flake from edge of mouth). 
GII-43    A very rare decanter in fine condition.   $2,000-4,000

84.  “Russ’ / St. Domingo / Bitters” - “New York” Bitters Bottle, America, 
1860-1880.  Square with beveled corners, bright apricot with an olive 
tone, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 10 1/8 inches.  
R/H #R-125    These bitters come in an array of beautiful and unusual 
colors, this being one of them. Fine condition.   $400-800

85.  Eagle And “Pittsburgh / Pa” - Eagle Historical Flask, Pittsburgh 
district, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1860-1870.  Brilliant medium golden 
amber, applied mouth with ring - smooth base, quart.  
GII-101    Appealing, unusual and somewhat “off” color. A handsome 
flask in fine condition.  Ex Seagram Museum glass collection.    
 $800-1,600

86.  “Hohenthal / Brothers & Co / Indelible / Writing Ink / N.Y.” Master 
Ink Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  
Cylindrical, deep olive amber, applied sloping collared mouth with ring 
and tooled pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 8 7/8 inches.  
Similar to C #766    A heavily whittled and crude bottle with numerous 
bubbles. Fine condition.   $600-1,200
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87.  “G.W. Stone’s / Liquid / Cathartic & / Family Physic / Lowell 
Mass.” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with 
beveled corners, aquamarine, applied square collared mouth -  
pontil scar, ht. 8 7/8 inches; (faint interior haze on one panel). 
Similar to H #1909    Bold embossing, brilliant glass and a highly 
whittled exterior surface. Extremely rare, being one of two known 
examples in aquamarine. Fine condition.   $8,000-16,000

89.  “Boyden’s / Alterative” Medicine Bottle, America, 1845-
1860.  Cylindrical, medium to deep yellow green, applied sloping 
collared mouth with ring - iron pontil mark, ht. 9 1/8 inches.  
AAM pg. 61    A rare and beautifully colored bottle which is fresh 
to the market, found years ago on a Massachusetts river bank. Fine 
condition.   $3,000-6,000

88.  “Freiot’s Renovator.” Medicine Bottle, probably Albany Glass 
Works, Albany, New York, 1847-1850.  Oval form, rich medium 
blue green, applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 
7 3/4 inches; (light exterior high point wear, surface tooling mark 
below embossing). 
Similar to AAM pg. 177    A rare bottle where beautiful color and 
form come together. Fine condition.   $3,000-6,000
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94 95
94.  “Baltimore / Glass Works” And Anchor - Phoenix And 
“Resurgam” Pictorial Flask, Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1860-1870.  Bright yellow with an olive tone, applied 
mouth with ring - smooth base, pint.  
GXIII-53    Numerous small bubbles and a wonderful bright color. 
Fine condition.   $3,000-6,000

95.  “Baltimore” And Monument - “Corn For The World” And 
Partially Husked Ear Of Corn Historical Flask, Baltimore Glass 
Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 1860-1870.  Medium peacock blue, 
applied double collared mouth - smooth base, quart.  
GVI-4    Bold embossing and a stunning color. Fine condition.  Ex 
Judge Ed MacKenzie collection.   $4,000-8,000

96.  Sunburst Flask, probably Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, 
Keene, New Hampshire, 1815-1830.  Clear light green, sheared 
mouth - pontil scar, pint; (light exterior high point wear, 1/4 inch 
surface bruise on edge of base). 
GVIII-1    A heavy New England flask with very thick glass. 
Unusual and vibrant color.  Ex Seagram Museum glass 
collection.   $1,500-3,000

97.  Washington - Taylor Portrait Flask, Dyottville Glass Works, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1860-1870.  Deep reddish puce 
or claret, sheared mouth - smooth base, pint; (1/4 inch area of 
manufacturing roughness on top edge of mouth, tiny surface 
bubbles have disturbance of cover glass). 
GI-38    A handsome example with bold embossing. Generally 
fine condition.   $3,000-6,000

96 97

90.  Cathedral Pickle Jar, America, 1860-1880.  Square with 
beveled corners and fancy cathedral arches, medium bluish green, 
applied round collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 11 1/2 inches.  
Similar to MW plate 74, #12    A crisp, clean jar which stands a 
bit crooked. Fine condition.   $600-1,200

91.  Cathedral Pickle Jar, America, 1860-1880.  Hexagonal with 
fancy cathedral arches, brilliant yellow amber with an olive tone 
and an aquamarine mouth, applied round collared mouth - 
smooth base, ht. 13 1/8 inches.  
Similar in form and construction to Z pg. 455, top left    An 
attractive jar with the wide mouth and highly whittled surfaces. 
A rare color for a pickle jar made even rarer with the different 
colored mouth. Fine condition.   $2,500-5,000

92.  Cathedral Pickle Jar, America, 1860-1880.  Square 
with beveled corners and fancy cathedral arches, medium 
blue green, applied round collared mouth - smooth base, 
ht. 7 3/8 inches.  
Similar to MW plate 74, #12    A real gem of a pickle bottle 
in a deeper color than most. Fine condition.   $800-1,600

93.  Cathedral Pickle Jar, Willington Glass Works, West 
Willington, Connecticut, 1840-1860.  Square with beveled 
corners and fancy cathedral arches, medium to deep 
yellowish olive amber, applied round collared mouth - 
pontil scar, ht. 8 1/2 inches; (approximately 12 inch long 
crack travels from the neck across two panels to the base). 
Similar in form and construction to Z pg. 456, top #2    A 
rare New England pickle jar with all the eye appeal of an 
undamaged example.   $1,000-2,000
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Early American Glass 
 from the Anthony Picadio Collection - Lots 98-120

98.  Freeblown Lily Pad Salt Cellar, type 1 lily pad decoration, 
America, 1830-1850.  Freeblown bowl with applied lily pad 
embellishment, applied crimped circular base, deep claret wine, 
tooled folded rim - pontil scar, ht. 2 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/8 
inches.  
Exact item pictured in McK plate 17, #2    Fine condition. Ex George 
S. McKearin collection, ex Frederick K. Gaston collection, Parke-
Bernet Galleries, New York, 1940, Lot 405, ex Alberta Rodgers 
Patterson collection, Garth’s Auction Inc., Delaware, Ohio, 1993, 
Lot 141, ex Barry Hogan collection, Anthony Picadio collection.   
 $10,000-20,000

100.  Pattern Molded Salt Cellar, ribbed and swirled slightly to 
the right, 24 ribs, a Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1815-
1840.  Double ogee formed bowl with applied flattened circular 
foot, deep greenish aquamarine, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 2 7/8 
inches, greatest dia. 2 1/2 inches.  
Nearly identical to Mrs. Frederick S. Fish, Parke-Bernet Galleries, 
New York, 1940, Lot 377    Superior form, color and condition.  Ex 
David Ellis collection, Anthony Picadio collection.   $2,000-4,000

99.  Freeblown Salt Cellar, probably Mantua Glass Works, 
Mantua, Ohio, 1822-1829.  Freeblown shallow bowl with tooled 
folded rim and drawn pedestal stem with knopf, applied circular 
base, grape amethyst, tooled folded rim - pontil scar, ht. 2 3/4 
inches, greatest dia. 2 5/8 inches; (shallow insignificant 1/2 inch 
burst bubble on the base). 
Similar to McK plate 74, #2    Formerly attributed to Keene, New 
Hampshire, however, color of the glass batch or metal is identical 
to Mantua, Ohio products. Fine condition.  Anthony Picadio 
collection.   $3,000-6,000
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105

106

101.  Freeblown Handled Candlestick, America, 1760-1830.  
Baluster form with sausage type turnings on a circular hollow 
base drawn from the same gather and applied solid glass 
handle, deep puce amethyst, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 4 3/4 
inches, greatest dia. 3 1/8 inches.  
Freeblown candlesticks from the 18th or 19th century are very 
rare. Fine condition.  Anthony Picadio collection.    
 $3,000-6,000

102.  Freeblown Creamer, probably United Glass Company, 
Wistarburgh, New Jersey, 1739-1778.  Slender freeblown body 
with applied solid glass handle and solid applied crimped 
circular base, light to medium green, tooled rim with pour 
spout - pontil scar, ht. 3 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 1/2 inches; 
(expected use wear on lower body and base). 
Extremely rare and early.  Anthony Picadio collection.    
 $3,000-6,000

103.  Pattern Molded Sparking Lamp, ten diamonds over 
flutes, possibly a Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 
1815-1840.  Conical form with an applied plain folded circular 
base, deep sapphire blue, tooled flared rim - pontil scar, ht. 
2 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 2 5/8 inches.  
No example of this form blown in a ten diamond mold 
is known in any color. Fine condition.  Anthony Picadio 
collection.   $2,000-4,000

104.  Large Freeblown Pitcher, probably Mantua Glass Works, 
Mantua, Ohio, 1822-1829.  Large bulbous form, applied 
circular foot and applied solid glass handle, brilliant, deep 
grape amethyst, tooled rim with pour spout - pontil scar, ht. 
9 1/8 inches, greatest dia. 6 inches.  
Beautiful, graceful pitcher with great presence. Extremely rare. 
Fine condition.  Anthony Picadio collection.   $3,000-6,000

105.  Freeblown Pitcher, probably Saratoga Mountain Glass 
Works, Saratoga, New York, 1845-1860.  Thick walled heavy 
bulbous body with applied glass threading on upper body, solid 
glass handle, aquamarine, tooled rim with pour spout - pontil 
scar, overall ht. 6 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 4 1/2 inches; (some minor 
loss to threading). 
Similar construction to this style of glass product, McK plate 69    
Anthony Picadio collection.   $1,000-2,000

106.  Freeblown Porringer, probably New Jersey, 1810-1850.  
Bulbous form with applied solid glass handle and flared rim, 
medium yellowish green with an olive tone, tooled flared rim - 
pontil scar, ht. 3 1/2 inches, greatest dia. 6 inches.  
Similar construction to Alfred B. Maclay, Parke-Bernet Galleries, 
New York, March, 1939, Lot 164    Extremely rare form. Fine 
condition.  Anthony Picadio collection.   $1,000-2,000

104103
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107.  Pattern Molded Bowl, expanded widely in a twelve rib 
mold, possibly Bakewell, Page and Bakewell Manufacturers, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1815-1835.  Circular with an elevated 
solid flared circular foot, brilliant amethyst, tooled folded rim - 
pontil scar, ht. 2 1/4 inches, greatest dia. 5 3/4 inches.  
Nearly identical to bowl pictured in TH plate 4, #2    Exceptional 
bowl in a beautiful color. Delightful pattern and superior 
condition.  Anthony Picadio collection.   $4,000-8,000

109.  Large Freeblown Lily Pad Decorated Handled Sugar Bowl, 
four type 3 applied lily pad decorations, probably New York state, 
1830-1850.  Bulbous with small applied solid handles and solid 
short pedestal stem ending with a circular foot, deep greenish 
aquamarine, tooled flared rim - pontil scar, ht. 6 1/4 inches, greatest 
dia. 4 7/8 inches; (1 inch hairline fissure in body, small area of 
roughness on one lily pad, one handle replacement). 
Bold and handsome!  Anthony Picadio collection.   $2,000-4,000

108.  “A. G. 1780” Freeblown Covered Sugar Bowl, probably early 
Pittsburgh area, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, circa 1780.  Bulbous 
form tapering to a galleried rim with domed cover accentuated 
by an inverted acorn finial, solid circular foot, cobalt blue, tooled 
rim - pontil scar, overall ht. 6 3/4 inches, greatest dia. 4 3/4 inches, 
base dia. 2 3/4 inches.  
An extremely rare and unusual bowl with engraved lettering 
noting a date of importance and an unusually graceful and rare 
finial.  Anthony Picadio collection.   $4,000-8,000
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110.  Freeblown Drinking Vessel, probably New Jersey, 1780-1830.  Wine 
glass form, freeblown straight sided bowl on stem with knopf, tooled 
folded circular foot, brilliant medium yellowish green, tooled rim - pontil 
scar, ht. 4 3/8 inches.  
Similar examples of freeblown wine glass forms from bottle glass 
are noted in McK plate 12    Masterful workmanship. Fine condition.  
Anthony Picadio collection.   $2,000-4,000

111.  Freeblown Handled Drinking Vessel, probably a Zanesville 
glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1815-1830.  Barrel form with a bulge at 
midbody, applied solid handle with rigaree, brilliant yellow with a topaz 
tone, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 5 1/2 inches, greatest dia. 4 1/8 inches; (4 
inch u-shaped crack at upper handle attachment that runs into the body, 
1/4 inch flat chip on the interior of the rim). 
Form similar to TH plate 3, #3    An 18th century form with the tradition 
continued by the glassblowers at Zanesville, Ohio. Extremely rare.  
Anthony Picadio collection.   $400-800

112.  Freeblown Salt Cellar, a Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1815- 
1840.  Double ogee form bowl with applied flat circular foot, orange amber, 
tooled flared rim - pontil scar, ht. 3 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/8 inches.  
Similar to McK plate 23, #5    Simple elegance.  Ex David Ellis collection, 
Anthony Picadio collection.   $2,500-5,000

113.  Freeblown Vase, probably a Pittsburgh glasshouse, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania, 1840-1870.  Slender trumpet form body with bulbous lower 
body, applied hourglass form stem, tooled and applied rim, applied 
circular foot, colorless and sapphire blue, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 
9 1/2 inches, greatest dia. 3 3/4 inches.  
Graceful, colorful, fine condition.  Anthony Picadio collection.    
 $1,500-3,000

114.  Freeblown Covered Sugar Bowl, probably a New York glasshouse, 
1830-1850.  Bulbous body on solid pedestal with an outward rolled 
circular foot, lid formed from one gather of glass with solid knopf finial, 
deep aquamarine, tooled rim - pontil scar, overall ht. 7 1/2 inches, greatest 
dia. 4 3/8 inches.  
Similar form to McK plate 19, #1    A very rare, beautiful and different 
form. Fine condition.  Anthony Picadio collection.   $1,000-2,000

115.  Pattern Molded Pocket Flask, ten diamond pattern, a Zanesville 
glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1820-1840.  Flattened chestnut form, brilliant 
yellowish orange amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 4 1/2 inches; 
(light exterior high point wear, pinpoint flake from edge of mouth). 
Similar in form and construction to MW color plate VI, #6    Wonderful 
bright color and strong mold impression. Generally fine condition.  
Anthony Picadio collection.   $600-1,200

116.  Freeblown Handled Drinking Vessel, America, 
probably Mantua Glass Works, Mantua, Ohio, 1822-1829.  
Barrel form with applied corrugated strap handle with three 
ribs, brilliant amethyst, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 3 7/8 inches, 
greatest dia. 2 3/4 inches; (6 inches of meandering cracks on 
body of the vessel around handle and to the rim). 
Similar in some manner to TH plate 73, #3    Anthony Picadio 
collection.   $300-600

117.  Pattern Molded Jug, thirty two vertical ribs, Midwest 
America, 1820-1840.  Bulbous pear form with an applied 
solid handle and circular base, aquamarine, outward folded 
mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 inches, greatest dia. 4 5/8 inches; 
(light exterior high point wear, light patchy interior haze). 

Similar in form and construction to PG plate 165, right    A rare and 
graceful form. Fine condition.  Anthony Picadio collection.   $1,000-2,000
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118.  Pattern Molded Salt Cellar, 24 vertical ribs, a Zanesville 
glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1815-1840.  Double ogee form bowl 
with applied circular foot, brilliant orange amber, tooled flared 
rim - pontil scar, ht. 3 3/8 inches, greatest dia. 3 1/4 inches; (1/8 inch 
shallow chip on side of rim and two minor flakes on top of rim). 
Similar to McK plate 80, #10    Ex Phil Cortina collection, Anthony 
Picadio collection.   $2,000-4,000

120.  Pattern Molded Salt Cellar, 24 ribs swirled to the left, 
Midwest America, 1815-1840.  Double ogee form bowl with short 
stem drawn from the same gather, applied circular foot, brilliant 
amethyst, tooled rim - pontil scar, ht. 2 7/8 inches, greatest dia. 
2 3/4 inches.  
Similar to McK plate 23, #6    A nearly identical example is 
pictured on the dust jacket front cover of Two Hundred Years of 
American Blown Glass by Helen and George S. McKearin and 
resides at Corning Museum of Glass. Fine condition.  Ex Dr. and 
Mrs. James Dalton collection, ex David Ellis collection, Anthony 
Picadio collection.   $3,000-6,000

119.  Large Pattern Molded Salt Cellar, ribbed and swirled to the 
right, 24 ribs, a Zanesville glasshouse, Zanesville, Ohio, 1815-1840.  
Double ogee form bowl with applied solid circular foot, deep 
aquamarine, tooled flared rim - pontil scar, ht. 3 1/2 inches, greatest 
dia. 2 3/4 inches; (rim is ground, 1/2 inch faint manufacturer’s 
hairline fissure in body). 
Very similar to a salt cellar from the collection of William T. H. 
Howe, Parke-Bernet Galleries, 1940, Lot 142    Exceptional form, 
brilliant color, strong mold impression. Superior example.  Ex Phil 
Cortina collection, Anthony Picadio collection.   $2,000-4,000

This concludes the selections from the Anthony Picadio Collection.
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121.  “Dr. H.B. Skinner / Boston” Medicine Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Rectangular with beveled corners, light to medium bluish green, applied 
square collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 3/4 inches; (potstone on the 
reverse panel has four tiny radiations, top edge of mouth has resin coating 
as does the interior edge of base which covers some crazing). 
AAM pg. 477    A rare bottle with wonderful glass character.    
 $500-1,000

122.  Eagle - Oak Tree And “Liberty” Historical Flask, America, 1820-
1840.  Medium to deep yellow amber, sheared mouth - pontil scar, half 
pint; (light exterior high point wear). 
GII-60    A little beauty with lots of small bubbles and very thin glass. 
Fine condition.   $2,000-4,000

123.  “Berkshire. Bitters” - “Amann & Co / Cincinnati. O” 
Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1880.  In the form of a 
pig, medium amber shading to dark amber in the head and 
shoulders, applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, 
lgth. 9 5/8 inches; (shallow 1/8 inch flake on edge of mouth, 
light exterior high point wear). 
R/H #B-81.2    This is the short, fat variant of this scarce figural 
bottle. Generally fine condition.   $1,000-2,000

124.  Scroll Flask, probably Louisville Glass Works, Louisville, 
Kentucky, 1845-1860.  Bright sage green, sheared mouth - 
pontil scar, pint; (1 1/2 inch interior bubble has partial loss 
of cover glass). 
GIX-10    Wonderful exterior surface and beautiful brighter 
color. Generally fine condition.   $1,000-2,000

125.  Eagle - Anchor And “New London / Glass Works” Historical 
Flask, New London Glass Works, New London, Connecticut, 1860-1866.  
Brilliant olive yellow, applied double collared mouth - smooth base, pint; 
(just a hint of exterior high point wear). 
GII-68    A most beautiful and brilliant color. Crisp mold impression. 
Fine condition.   $1,500-3,000

126.  “Royal / Italian Bitters / Registered / Trade Mark / A.M.F. Gianelli /  
Genova” Bitters Bottle, Canada, 1870-1890.  Tall tapered cylindrical 
form, brilliant light to medium pink amethyst, applied square collared 
mouth - smooth base, ht. 13 1/2 inches; (pinpoint flake on edge of mouth). 
R/H #R-111    A beautiful and lighter than usual color with many 
interesting stretched bubbles. Generally fine condition.   $800-1,600

127.  Pattern Molded Pocket Flask, 16 ribs swirled to the right, Midwest 
America, 1820-1840.  Flattened chestnut form, medium orange amber, 
sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 3/4 inches; (light exterior high point 
wear). 
Similar in form and construction to MW plate 98, #6    The wide rib pattern 
makes for a visually appealing flask. Beautiful color. Fine condition.    
 $400-800

128.  Pair Of Freeblown Fluid Lamps With Pressed Glass Bases, Boston 
and Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1830-1840.  
Conical fonts with stepped square bases, two piece construction with 
wafers, colorless, tooled mouths with metal collars and burners - pontil 
scars, ht. 8 inches; (several manufacturing flakes on edge of bases). 
Similar in form and construction to B/K #2048 and #2054    Wonderful 
early forms showing the joining of pressed and blown glass. Generally 
fine condition.   $400-800
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129.  “S. (Star) C. / Brown’s / Herb Bitters / Philada” Bitters Bottle, 
America, 1860-1880.  Triangular, medium yellowish lime green, 
applied sloping collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 9 3/4 inches; 
(shallow 3/8 inch flake from base corner). 
R/H #B-230    An extremely rare bottle with an unusual form and 
beautiful bright color. Generally fine condition.   $6,000-12,000

131.  “David Andrews’ / Vegetable / Jaundice / Bitters / 
Providence / R.I.” Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1840-1860.  
Rectangular tombstone form with beveled corners, aquamarine, 
applied sloping collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 8 inches; (shallow 
1/8 inch flake from top edge of mouth). 
R/H #A-57    A rare bottle with an appealing form. Generally fine 
condition.   $1,500-3,000

130.  “O.H.P. Rose / E.G.R.I / O.H.P. Rose / Pat-D June 21’ 70” 
Bitters Bottle, America, 1876-1880.  Triangular, bright olive yellow 
with profuse deeper yellow striations, applied sloping collared 
mouth with ring - smooth base, ht. 10 1/8 inches; (light overall 
exterior wear, 1/8 inch fissure on label panel frame). 
R/H #R-99    Panel embossing is ghosted letters. Shoulder 
embossing is strong and easily legible. This beautiful and unusual 
bottle was put up by Oliver H.P. Rose of East Greenwich, Rhode 
Island. Labeled examples indicate that the bottle contained Rose’s 
Great Peruvian King Bitters. Big, bold and extremely rare.    
 $3,000-6,000
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132.  “H. F & B / N.Y.” Whiskey Bottle, America, 1860-1870.  
Hexagonal body with two neck rings, brilliant pinkish copper 
puce, applied sloping collared mouth with ring - smooth base, 
ht. 10 7/8 inches; (1/8 inch surface bubble near base has pinpoint 
disturbance of cover glass). 
Similar to H #140    Wonderful bright color and “orange peel” 
exterior surface. Generally fine condition.   $1,000-2,000

133.  Masonic Arch And Emblems - Eagle And “J.K / B.” 
Historical Flask, Keene Marlboro Street Glassworks, Keene, 
New Hampshire, 1815-1830.  Light to medium yellow green, 
tooled mouth - pontil scar, pint; (shallow 1/8 inch open bubble 
on medial rib). 
GIV-3    A beautiful bright example with attractive surface swirls 
and a strong mold impression. Generally fine condition.    
 $4,000-8,000

134.  “Doctor / Fisch’s Bitters” - “W.H. Ware / Patented 1866” 
Figural Bitters Bottle, America, 1866-1880.  In the form of a fish, 
brilliant golden amber with some olive tones, applied round 
collared mouth - smooth base, ht. 11 5/8 inches.  
R/H #F-44    A pristine example with a brighter than normal color. 
Fine condition.   $750-1,500

135.  Anchor And “Baltimore / Glass Works” - Sheaf Of Wheat 
Pictorial Flask, Baltimore Glass Works, Baltimore, Maryland, 
1840-1860.  Bright yellowish olive amber, sheared mouth - pontil 
scar, half pint.  
GXIII-49    Beautiful color. Crisp mold impression. Fine 
condition.   $2,000-4,000

136.  Blown Three Mold Covered Sugar Bowl, Boston and 
Sandwich Glass Works, Sandwich, Massachusetts, 1820-1840.  
Cylindrical bowl with galleried rim and applied 16 rib pattern 
molded foot with tooled folded base, cover has tooled folded rim 
and button finial, colorless, tooled rim - pontil scar, overall ht. 5 7/8 
inches, greatest dia. 5 3/16 inches.  
GIII-16, a similar example is pictured in TH plate 34, #5    Rare, 
wonderful form and brilliant glass. Exceptional with bowl and 
cover having the same blown three mold sunburst pattern. Fine 
condition.   $3,000-6,000
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137.  Pattern Molded Pocket Bottle, 28 ogivals over flutes 
pattern, Stiegel’s American Flint Glass Manufactory, Manheim, 
Pennsylvania, 1763-1774.  Plump pocket bottle form, medium 
amethyst, sheared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 5 5/8 inches.  
Similar to MW color plate II, #4    Wonderful glass clarity 
and strength of mold impression. Rare and important. Fine 
condition.   $4,000-8,000

139.  “Spring Garden / Glass Works” And Anchor - Log Cabin 
Historical Flask, Spring Garden Glass Works, Baltimore, 
Maryland, 1860-1870.  Brilliant sapphire blue, applied double 
collared mouth - smooth base, pint; (light exterior high point 
wear). 
GXIII-58    A beautiful and unique color for this mold. Fine 
condition.  Ex Prince Cantacuzene collection, ex Charles B. 
Gardner collection, ex Bill Pollard collection.   $5,000-10,000

138.  “Dr. Hill’s / Restorative / Strengthening Bitters / Farmer. 
N.Y.” Bitters Bottle, America, 1860-1870.  Rectangular with beveled 
corners, medium to deep amber, applied double collared mouth -  
smooth base, ht. 9 1/2 inches.  
R/H #H-122    Extremely rare with bold embossing and a 
wonderful exterior surface. Fine condition.   $4,000-8,000
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140.  “Olds / Erysipelas / Syrup” Medicine Bottle, America, 
1845-1860.  Square with beveled corners, medium yellowish 
olive green, applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, 
ht. 10 1/8 inches; (weak embossing). 
Extremely rare and possibly unique. Attractive glass character 
with numerous small bubbles and a heavily whittled surface. 
Fine condition.  Ex Sam Greer collection.   $5,000-10,000

141.  “Dr. Baker’s / Compound / New York” Medicine Bottle, 
America, 1840-1860.  Rectangular with beveled corners, 
medium yellow olive with an amber tone, applied sloping 
collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 7 5/8 inches; (tiny potstone 
on a side panel has two 1/8 inch radiations). 
Similar to AAM pg. 36    A rare color for this mold which is 
only listed in aquamarine. Bold embossing and a pristine 
exterior surface.   $1,000-2,000

142.  “Arthurs / Renovating / Syrup. A & A” Medicine Bottle, 
possibly Albany Glass Works, Albany, New York, 1847-1850.  
Rectangular with beveled corners, light to medium teal blue, 
applied sloping collared mouth - iron pontil mark, ht. 7 5/8 
inches; (pinpoint flake on mouth edge, potstone on a beveled 
corner has several 1/4 inch legs). 
AAM pg. 31    A rare bottle with strong embossing and a 
beautiful color.   $800-1,600

143.  “Holman’s / Natures Grand / Restorative / J.B. Holman, 
Prop. / Boston Mass.” Medicine Bottle, a Stoddard glasshouse, 
Stoddard, New Hampshire, 1846-1860.  Rectangular with wide 
beveled corners, bright yellow olive with an amber tone, 
applied square collared mouth - pontil scar, ht. 6 3/4 inches.  
AAM pg. 242    A wonderful example with brilliant glass, bold 
embossing and no wear. Fine condition.   $6,000-12,000

Rare and Exciting Pontiled Medicines
from a Private Collection
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